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There’s a secret Creole destination in the Caribbean known as the “Isle
of Flowers” that is waiting to be uncovered and explored; with verdant
scenery and mountains surrounded by the most pristine beaches, the
bluest waters and the warmth of a people ready to welcome your clients.
Today, the island of Martinique may use the euro, fly the “tricolore”
and use French as its official language, but its character, cuisine, musical
heritage, art, culture, and identity are all of distinctly Afro-Caribbean
roots. The island is at a crossroads of diverse culture and its “Creole”
nature translates in its delicious cuisine, remarkable architecture, its
native language, infectious rhythms and, above all, in the warmth of its
peope. Martinique, along with its tropical rainforest, historic villages and
plantations, also harbors some of the world’s most prestigious and organic
rums. Just a stone’s throw away from its elegant capital Fort-de-France,
you’ll find some of the island’s most coveted distilleries, producing the
signature AOC rhum agricole. A sip of Martinique rum and a bite of the
local cuisine taste just like sunshine. Martinique’s rums are also responsible
for a new contemporary art center, the “Fondation Clément.”
With year-round nonstop service out of Miami with American Airlines and
now nonstop service out of FLL, JFK and PVD with Norwegian, Martinique
is more accessible and more affordable than ever.
But, if your clients are seafaring, the world’s most celebrated cruise
ships also make port at Pointe Simon and Les Tourelles, both terminals
located in the bay of Fort-de-France, Martinique’s vibrant capital city. Shore
excursions and ferries provide memorable introductions to the island,
especially its unique shopping opportunities.
If more reasons to visit are needed, Martinique has once again been
recognized and recommended by your colleagues as a top Caribbean
Cruise Destination and top Caribbean Culinary Destination.
It’s everything your clients expect of the Caribbean and more.
Martinique indeed... c’est magnifique!

A bientôt, Nou ké kontan wè zot!

Specialist Program

To become a Martinique Destination Specialist and
participate in the new incentive & rewards program, visit

edu.recommend.com/martinique
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LUC OLIVIER

A Quick
Tour of the
Island of Flowers
Even Christopher Columbus, whose explorations had more of a
mercenary than an aesthetic impetus, was inspired when, in 1502,
he stumbled upon Martinique. One look at the lush, colorful
vegetation lining this landfall’s shores and hillsides, and he
adopted the Carib Indians’ name for Martinique, “The Island
of Flowers.” That label has stood the test of time for 500 years
because it’s still accurate.
The range of natural habitats within this 50-mile-long island is
remarkable. It includes the lowlands of the south, with their
white-sand beaches; the rolling farmlands of the center; and the
wilderness, much of it protected parkland, of the north, where the
land climbs toward 4,600-ft. Mount Pelée and other peaks clad
with majestic mahogany trees, giant ferns, bamboos, and
profusion of blooms.
Many of Martinique’s 400,000 inhabitants live along the southern
and western shores, with 100,000 clustered in Fort-de-France,
tucked between a natural harbor on the west (Caribbean) coast
and steep hills. Served by Martinique Aimé Césaire International
Airport (FDF) and home to the Tourelles and Pointe Simon ship
terminals as well as a Cruise Village, this is a bustling city
with historic sites, a promenade along the waterfront, history and
ethnographic museums, restaurants and clubs. It’s a mecca for
shoppers, too, with local markets, designer boutiques, and elegant
stores. The bulk of Martinique’s hotels and villas are in Trois-Îlets
and several other shore-hugging towns south of the capital city, on
the other side of the Baie de Fort-de-France.
On a peninsula to the west of Trois-Îlets lies Pointe du
Bout, home to several of Martinique’s hotels. Continuing along
southwest Martinique one enters Anses d’Arlet, a fishing village
with colorful boats and small seafood eateries. Diamant, on the
south coast, faces Rocher du Diamant (Diamond Rock), which
rises 575 ft. out of the sea.
East of Diamant, Sainte-Luce and yachtie favorite Le Marin
have more hotels, dive operations, and proximity to the old
Trois-Rivières Distillery, which offers tours and tastings.
Martinique’s Savane des Petrifications, or petrified forest
(actually log-shaped volcanic rocks), is near Sainte-Anne, and
4

Anse Michel Beach.

white-sand Les Salines Beach, at the southernmost tip of
Martinique, is a beauty.
While the southern part of Martinique lays claim to the capital,
resort areas, and beaches, the north attracts visitors with
incredible scenery—bird-filled forests, mountains, waterfalls—and
one of the most dramatic sites in the entire Caribbean: the ruins of
former capital city Saint-Pierre, considered the “Little Pompeii of
the Caribbean.” Today, not only is Saint-Pierre a fascinating place
to explore, but there are hiking trails on and around Mount Pelée
(drive back to Morne Rouge, then turn left) as well as two good
museums and yet more bird’s-eye views of the sea. If some of the
roads in this part of Martinique are narrow and twisty, don’t blame
their engineers: This terrain is as rugged as Les Salines, in the
south, is flat.
The sand on the beaches gets darker as you drive from the
south to the north, but places like Anse Céron in the northwest
are popular nevertheless, as is the hiking on nearby trails and
diving in the waters surrounding Îlet la Perle.
Backtracking to Saint-Pierre and then crossing the interior via
roads N2 and N3 leads to the northeast coast, but most
visitors explore the Atlantic side of the island by setting out from
the resorts in the south. Roads east from Trois-Îlets or northeast
from Le Marin lead to Le François, about a third of the way up
the coast. A bit more than halfway up the Atlantic Coast, the
Presqu’île de la Caravelle peninsula extends to the east. With
its verdant sugar cane fields, trails, restaurants, and beaches
where conditions range from child-safe to surfer-thrilling, Presqu’île
de Caravelle is a popular day-trip destination for active pursuits.
North of the peninsula visitors will discover Tombolo, two hills in
the ocean that are accessible by foot between January and April,
but only at low tide, sort of like the Caribbean Mont Saint-Michel.
Continuing all the way up the often wild, wind-blown Atlantic
Coast and past Martinique’s northernmost point is the fishing
village of Grand-Rivière, literally the end of the road. This being
the north, its beach has black sand, restaurants offer Creole
seafood dishes, and several trailheads serve hikers. g

Historic Sights &
A Thrilling Backstory
One of the many things that will astonish your clients is that so much of Martinique’s past still awes and inspires us, thanks
to the island’s well-preserved Amerindian artifacts, unique architecture, and museums, not to mention the Western
Hemisphere’s Pompeii. The island’s key players—Arawaks, Caribs (Kali’na), Columbus, the French warships that landed in
1635, slave traders and their captives, a rum-obsessed monk, a girl who grew up to be Empress Josephine, a fierce volcano
that destroyed Martinique’s sparkling capital in less than five minutes—have performed roles both colorful and tragic.

LUC OLIVIER

Here is a very short list of attractions that reveal how the past has been beautiful, fascinating and spiritual. ➤

Saint-Pierre’s bay.
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This photo: Shoelcher’s Library and Maison de la Bourse in Saint-Pierre (right).

Le Fort Saint-Louis (Fort-de-France): This 17th century, solid

stone stronghold, towering over Fort de France, is now open once
again and welcoming history-loving visitors inside her ramparts.
From the top of the fort, the visitor can enjoy one of the most
beautiful views of the majestic Fort-de-France Bay.
La Bibliotheque Schoelcher (Fort-de-France): With donations
from abolitionist Victor Schoelcher, this library was designed by
Eiffel colleague Pierre-Henri Picq, who gave it a gold-flecked
facade, a Byzantine dome, and light-loving Romanesque windows.
It debuted at the 1889 Paris Exposition, after which workmen
somehow dismantled it, shipped the entire masterpiece to
Martinique, and reassembled it. Serendipitously, they put it in
Fort-de-France instead of the soon-to-be-destroyed capital.
La Cathédrale Saint-Louis (Fort-de-France): Natural disasters
destroyed the first six cathedrals; so in 1890 Picq designed a
sturdy, Eiffel-inspired, iron Gothic Revival structure with a stone
exterior, 190-ft. tower, and a sumptuous interior featuring stained
glass windows and a massive organ.
La Savane (Fort-de-France): This restored downtown park
paralleling Rue de la Liberte features modern amenities and neat
vendors’ stalls, but it’s also a good place for viewing Fort SaintLouis. In addition, its 1859 statue of Empress Josephine is famous
for having been bloodied and beheaded by vandals, an indication
of how locals resent Josephine for having convinced Napoleon to
restore slavery.
Le Mémorial de l’Anse Cafard (Le Diamant): One of the most
moving public sculptures in the Caribbean, the Anse Cafard Slave
6

Memorial includes almost two dozen 8-ft. statues of African men,
heads bowed, facing the continent from which they were
abducted. The work commemorates both the sinking of a slave
ship in 1830 that drowned dozens of Africans chained below
decks, and the 150th anniversary of emancipation (1848).
Le Sacré Coeur de Balata (Fort-de-France): Four miles from
downtown, this hillside church celebrated its centennial in 2015.
A down-sized yet precise replica of Sacred Heart Basilica in Paris
built after Mount Pelée’s 1902 eruption, it’s an unusually peaceful,
harmonious reminder of a terrible event.
Saint-Pierre: The once-great capital city that Mount Pelée
destroyed in 1902 is one of the most haunting sights in the
Western Hemisphere. What remains are the charred facades of
buildings, including a church and an 18th century theater, that hint
at how sophisticated Saint-Pierre, aka the “Little Paris of the West
Indies,” was before disaster struck. Unlike Pompeii, however, this
city has people living there, Martinicans who have moved in amid
the ruins, which makes the ruins even more poignant. A recent
artistic addition to Saint-Pierre: In 2013, 32 totems, created by
seven artists from the Caribbean, to celebrate the city past
grandeur and nowadays creative rebirth, have been installed
throughout the city, from the beachfront to the center. There’s a
market and several good museums in or near the ruins, and
although the government has also posted signs for Englishspeaking visitors, Saint-Pierre merits a guided tour, available
through both private companies and the local tourist office. g

D. CLICK

Niche
Travelers
With its great outdoors, enthralling history, cultural must-do’s and
chic French style, Martinique caters to an array of travelers. Museumhopping? Check. A garden stroll? Check. Family-fun activities?
Check. Cultural immersion? Check. The Island of Flowers is also a top
destination for cruise passengers, offering a wealth of shore excursions
that run the gamut from snorkeling to rum tasting. Martinique is the place to recommend to art lovers, active
adventurers, shopaholics, cruise passengers, and those looking to book a family or multigenerational getaway.

Cruise—Shore Excursions

Martinique is one of the fastest growing cruise destinations in the
Caribbean, with capital improvements made in the past few years
to primary cruise ports located in Fort-de-France (Pointe Simon
and Les Tourelles). Martinique has two cruise terminals in Fort-deFrance and five possibilities of anchorage—one in the North and
four in the South.
Cruise passengers can choose from a variety
of shore excursion options, including:
Boat ride to Chancel Islet to see giant iguanas and
take a swim in the lagoon.
Kayaking in the mangroves, home to tropical birds,
fish, and flowers.
Visit to Balata Garden, the canopy, the plantation house
and gardens of Habitation Clément.
Visit to Saint-Pierre and a tour/tasting at the
centuries-old Depaz Distillery.
4x4 excursion through the heart of the island: rainforest, farms,
and a swimming hole.
Guided tour of La Savane des Esclaves,
a re-enactment of a former slaves village.
Visit to House of Bèlè culture and music museum,
and a tasting at St. James distillery.
Turtle-spotting and fish-viewing in a craft
with submerged portholes.
Nature walks in Emerald Estate, a thriving rainforest
preserve at the foot of Mount Pelée.
Snorkeling trips that includes Martinique’s famous
bat cave and schools of Technicolor fish.
(Please note that these tours are only bookable
through the cruise lines.)

Museum & Garden Lovers

Martinique has an unusually large number of worthwhile museums in Fort-de-France, in/near Saint-Pierre, and other places as
well. For a bonus, some of these treasure troves occupy buildings
that are, in themselves, historic and/or architectural attractions.
Clients can go museum-hopping, exploring everything from the
Espace Muséal Aimé Césaire (Fort-de-France), honoring the work
of famed poet, playwright and politician, Aimé Césaire, to Musée
d’Archéologie Précolombienne et de Préhistoire (Fort-de-France),
one of the top pre-Columbian museums in the Caribbean,
displaying more than 2,000 Arawak and Carib artifacts.

Pointe Simon
Cruise Terminal.

The island is also home to Le Musée de la Pagerie (Les Trois-Îlets),
a former plantation house where Empress Josephine spent her first
15 years, and La Maison Régionale des Volcans (Morne Rouge),
with exhibitions about Mount Pelée, and offering guided hikes up
the once-angry mountain. For those interested in how rum is made,
point them to La Maison de la Canne (Les Trois-Îlets), located in
a historic distillery, and showcasing how this crop dominated the
island’s economy, politics and culture.
With its gorgeous gardens, the Island of Flowers is made for
travelers who enjoy getting lost amidst a lush landscape brimming with bird song and tropical plants. Point them to Le Jardin
de Balata (Fort-de-France), home to 3,000 kinds of tropical plants,
including 300 varieties of palm trees; or to Le Domaine d’Émeraude
(Morne Rouge), with 2.5 miles of walking tracks that run throughout
the park, ensuring a hands-on discovery.

Especially for Families

Children enjoy the following attractions, but adults without kids love
them, too, just as children adore the Jardin de Papillons and other
attractions not specifically labeled “for families.” Tell families to take
a detour to the Zoo de Martinique, featuring monkeys, jaguars,
pumas, lories, giant anteaters, and more at Latouche Plantation in
a historical yet natural setting. Or, if they are sealovers, point them
to Les Jardins de la Mer (Sainte Anne), an aquarium displaying the
six aquatic ecosystems of Martinique, from mangrove shorelines
to coral reefs. Or, if they want to dive into the water themselves,
there’s the Maya Beach Club (Sainte Anne), an expansive,
inflatable waterpark featuring wading pools, water rides, kayaking,
and sailing.

Island of the Arts

Every island nurtures its arts, but with writers such as Aimé
Césaire, Patrick Chamoiseau, Edouard Glissant, and Frantz Fanon,
Martinique is in a league of its own. This island is an epicenter
of dynamic cultural activity: cinemas, theatrical performance,
exhibitions, music festivals, national cultural events, etc. Here,
clients can discover West Indian traditions and culture during
celebratory festivities; watch films by local filmmaking star Euzhan
Palcy, exploring themes ofrace, gender and politics from a
decidedly feminist perspective; and check out Toni Morisson’s
Bench by the Road, inaugurated in 2013 in honor of Aimé Césaire,
and aimed at celebrating the emancipation of mankind. g
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La Route des
Grands Rhums

Guy Ferdinand aka Chef Hot Pants.

Food,
Glorious Food
Food is one of Martinique’s many great pleasures; indeed,
there are culinary tourists who go to this island specifically for
its gastronomical choices. They range from down-home Creole
to upmarket French, not to mention Indian, Middle Eastern and
Vietnamese and all manner of fusion cuisines, but no matter
what the culinary style, this island’s chefs share a passion for
getting it right, and they do.
Unlike the many islands where farmers and fishermen have
sold their land to developers and taken jobs at hotels, agriculture
and fishing have deep and enduring roots in Martinican culture.
Thus, the food on your plate is unlikely to include defrosted fish
from China or oranges from Florida; Martinique’s chefs prefer
fresh, flavorful, locally sourced ingredients, and thanks to their
fertile farms and fishing grounds, they can get them.
Whereas Martinique’s hotels, resorts, and condos are
somewhat concentrated in the southwest corner of the island,
there are good restaurants throughout Martinique. In part, this is
because a fair number of Martinicans live in areas not given over
to resorts, especially on the coast. In part, too, it’s because most
visitors to Martinique do not just stay put at a hotel, but explore
the entire island to participate in different activities and admire
Martinique’s natural and man-made wonders, so along the way,
they are bound to get hungry. And if they have kids with them, no
problem. In restaurants, as in hotels, children tend to be given a
warm welcome.
For details on specific restaurants, see the Martinique
Specialist Program at edu.recommend.com/martinique. g
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1. The tourist office has based the Route des Grands Rhums upon
Martinique’s 10 distilleries. That’s an unusual number of distilleries for
one island, and they all offer tastings and/or tours.
2. Martinique’s rum producers are not your average rum producers;
they are consistent prize-winners in international competition.
3. Martinican rhum is the only rum on earth whose quality is so
exceptional that it has appellation d’origine contrôlée (AOC) status. In
theory, that status is related to the terroir, the special attributes of the
soil and climate in which something is grown. However...
4. Terroir is just part of the reason Martinique’s rum has so much
character. For starters, this island’s distilleries do not use molasses,
which is really just a byproduct of table sugar production. Instead,
they use fresh cane sugar to make rhum agricole, so the rum has a
strikingly fresh, not bitter, flavor.
5. Whether the rum is young white rum or barrel-aged rhum vieux,
Martinique’s rums are so elegant they can be sipped straight, as one
would sip a vintage brandy. The grand rums from Martinique receive
yearly awards from connoisseurs all over the world.
Following are just five of the Route of Rum’s highlights:
Musée du Rhum Saint-James (Sainte-Marie): In addition to tasting
excellent rums, visitors also get to see a fine plantation manse from
the 1700s, museum-quality antique machinery, and vintage photos
and advertisements. When there’s enough demand, visitors can also
tour the property on the plantation train.
Habitation Clément (Le François): The 19th century plantation
house on this old estate has landmark status, and was classified an
historical monument in 1996. The gardens are magnificent, and so
are the rums.
Rhum JM (Macouba): No train rides or landmarked mansions here,
just a chance to see how rum is made using traditional methods,
followed by a tasting of rums that have won more awards than many
world-famous wineries.
Château Distillerie Depaz (Saint-Pierre): Established during the
17th century in the shadow of Mount Pelée in Saint-Pierre, Depaz
produces a renowned rum onsite.
Distillerie Neisson (Carbet): Located in Carbet, with 40 acres of
sugar cane fields, Distillerie Neisson is one of the last family-owned
distilleries in Martinique. Neisson rum is famous for its white zépol
karé, considered by aficionados the best white rum ever. g

World’s finest rums.

C. MASTELLI

Visitors to Martinique can opt for any activity
under the sun, including surfing and hiking.

Martinique spoils both hard-core adventure travelers and soft-adventure nature
lovers with a plethora of “green” and “blue” settings, from the national park to—
and into—the sea. Its gear shops and tour operators are as first-rate as the
scenery, offering rentals, instruction and guided tours in all manner of activities.
Many, although certainly not all, of the green activities take place in the national
park, a 270-sq.-mile playground that covers more than half of the island. Indeed,
maybe it’s better to use the plural word, “playgrounds,” because this protected 60
percent of Martinique includes the volcanos and virgin rainforests of the north, the
east coast’s Caravelle Peninsula, and in the south, pristine Pointe des Salines,
La Savane des Petrifications, and Diamant. To say that these areas represent
different ecosystems with different scenery and recreational options would be
an understatement.
The choice of blue/maritime activities is as enormous as the variety of ecosystems, which include beaches, reefs, wrecks, calm water, wind-blown seas and
many kinds of gamefish. For a guide to the best rental outfits and instructors in
various pursuits, read through the Martinique Specialist Program at
edu.recommend.com/martinique. Meanwhile, here’s a peek at what green and
blue activities await adventure and eco-tourists in Martinique: ➤

C. MASTELLI

Activities for
Adventure/Eco-travelers
& Nature Lovers
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1. Hiking: About 31 trails traverse all quadrants of Martinique,

including the flat, sandy south, the windy Caravelle Peninsula on the
east coast, the forested flanks of Mount Pelée (where hikers have
a choice of approaches and routes), and the sparsely populated,
lost-in-time north coast. The government keeps these trails in good
condition and produces detailed trail maps for independent types,
but many visitors opt for guided hikes and nature walks.

2. Canyoneering: With so many rivers and waterfalls

flowing off the mountains, Martinique is a big draw for fans of
canyoneering, which involves descending rivers, rapids, and
waterfalls by floating, rapelling, swimming—whatever is
appropriate at a given place. The Martinican canyoneering guides
emphasize safety, and they offer experiences not just for seasoned
athletes but for absolute beginners.

3. Golf: The Golf de l’Espérance country club course is not only

gorgeous, as befits Martinique, but it’s a par 71, 7,262-yard layout
designed by the great Robert Trent Jones, Jr.

There’s plenty of opportunity for kayakers and scuba divers.

4. Snorkeling: Especially in waters just off the southwest coast,
the underwater rocks and coral reefs seem to be condominiums
for fish, and with full occupancy. Some of the snorkeling can be
enjoyed by simply wading out from the beaches, but there are also
power boats and sailboats that take snorkelers out to the very best
spots.
5. Diving: Mountainous terrain usually indicates still more steep

verticals below the surface, and sure enough, underwater walls
drop off near Martinique’s northern coast, and every 30 ft. of depth
reveals different varieties of fish. Not all those walls are in the north,
though. For example, the base of Rocher du Diamant, a veritable
monolith in the sea, is a gold mine for divers. Speaking of gold
mines, Martinique’s coastal waters contain many shipwrecks, too,
including wrecks of 19th century boats that sunk in Saint-Pierre’s
bay during the tragic 1902 volcanic eruption of Mount Pelée. That
there are more than three dozen accredited dive operations is a
testament to how good the diving here is.

6. Surfing: The bad news is that you can’t surf on every beach,
but that’s also the good news: It means that much of the surf,
especially in the southwest, is too calm. The best surfing is off the
east coast from the Caravelle Peninsula north to Prêcheur. Plenty of
shops and shacks rent boards and
offer instruction.
7. Kayaking: Both great exercise and an ideal way for

spotting birds and giant turtles, kayaking is particularly popular here
amid the mangroves off the west and south coasts,
where there is absolutely no wave action but plenty of
fascinating wildlife.

8. Yawl Racing: After just three minutes of watching local

boating clubs race these craft, you’ll know you’re witnessing an
extraordinary spectator sport. Martinique’s hand-made,
traditional yawls have no weighted keel, so the crews keep them
from capsizing in winds that blow from one side by
crawling out, way out, over the water on poles suspended out to
either side.

L. OLIVIER

9. Flyboarding: As new as yawl racing is traditional, flyboarding

has taken flight in Martinique. Using a jetpack and standing on a
platform with ski pole-like handles, a flyboarder can zip across the
surface or even rise into the air, sometimes as high as 50 ft. It’s as
close as any of us will ever come to
being Superman. g

Specialist Program

R. PAKIELA

To become a Martinique
Destination Specialist and participate in
the new incentive & rewards program, visit

edu.recommend.com/martinique
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Where to Stay
The range of lodgings on Martinique goes from low-key, familyowned small hotels to Small Luxury Hotels of the World
properties, and from simple but modern tourist apartments such
as Village de la Pointe, to luxury villas. To book full-service villas
in Martinique, contact local companies specializing in tailored
services offering a large villa selection, such as Exclusive Villas
(exclusive-villas.com), Prestige Villa Rental (prestigevillarental.
com), and Archipel Evasion (archipelevasion.com). You can also
look for the “Clevacances” label, a French system indicating that a
property has submitted to inspections and met strict standards of
safety and quality. Self-catering cottages in the countryside (gîtes
ruraux) offer yet another option, as do a score or so of farms that
provide agritourism stays. What Martinique does not have much
of is all-inclusives, chain hotels, or mega-resorts, but for first-time
visitors to the island and fans of the all-inclusive hotel experience,
Martinique does have the family-friendly, all-inclusive, 4-trident
Club Med Buccaneer’s Creek, located in Sainte-Anne.
In fact, one of the things seasoned travelers love about this
island is that its lodgings are characterized by a FrenchCaribbean identity and authenticity rather than an I-could-beanywhere vibe. Boutique hotels such as the five-star La Suite
Villa, named the No. 2 “Top Trendiest Hotels in the Caribbean”
by TripAdvisor, and the newly opened exquisite French Coco
property, where the chef benefits from his own herbs and
vegetable gaden, offer contemporary Caribbean cuisine inspired
by homemade recipes.
Most of Martinique’s white-sand beaches are in the south,
so, not surprisingly, that’s where most of the hotels, resorts and
condos are found: properties such as the four-star Bakoua Hotel,

the four-star and fully renovated La Pagerie Hotel, the charming,
fully renovated, and family-owned three-star Le Panoramic Hotel,
the two-star, bungalow-style Le Bambou Hotel, and its brandnew extension, Culture Creole, and three-star family resorts like
Pierre & Vacances Sainte-Luce Resort and Karibea SainteLuce Resort, located in the south. Another beach getaway can be
found at Hotel La Batelière, near Fort-de-France.
However, there are some exceptions to this rule. The
world-famous, four-star Cap Est Lagoon Resort & Spa, for
example, occupies a spot on the east (Atlantic) coast where the
beach is protected from heavy surf by offshore reefs. Nearby
in François is three-star Plein Soleil Hotel, a chic hideaway
boutique property with 16 Creole-style rooms. To experience
the city life of Martinique or for a convenient centrally located
accommodation—in style—consider the downtown Fort-deFrance landmark, the three-star I’Impèratrice Hotel. Facing La
Savane Park and just a few steps from majestic Fort-de-France
bay, the hotel offers modern comfort in a historic setting. The
newest addition to business-oriented hotels in Fort-de-France is
the four-star Le Simon Hotel.
As is typical of both French and indigenous Caribbean cultures,
children are welcome virtually everywhere. What’s more, many
accommodations in hotels as well as apartments and villas have
kitchen facilities that make traveling with children convenient
and affordable. That said, why anyone wouldn’t go out to eat
in Martinique’s restaurants three, if not six, times a day is a
bit baffling. It’s also worth noting that many tourism spots in
Martinique cater to the handicapped and disabled, from its
restaurants to hotels and tourism sites; simply look for the official
Tourism and Handicapped label. For details on specific
hotel, apartment, and villa accommodations, as well
as ground operators, see the Martinique Specialist
Program at edu.recommend.com/martinique. g

All photos,
clockwise from top
left: French Coco; Le Simon Hotel
and Le Domaine des Bulles.
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YOUR CLIENTS WILL

LOVE MARTINIQUE
CRUISE

BEACHES

ECO ISLAND

Best cruise destination
in the Caribbean

Top trending beach
destination

Best Eco island in the
Caribbean

GASTRONOMY

ROUTE OF RUM

CELEBRATIONS

SHOPPING

ACCOMMODATIONS

Best culinary Caribbean
destination

European and Creole locally
crafted goods

The rum capital
of the world

Hotels and villas for
every travel style

Events and festivals
all year long

ROMANCE

Best Caribbean island for
romance

SAFETY

Safest island in the
Caribbean

HISTORY

A rich history and
vibrant culture

WATERSPORTS

A unique destination for
diving, surfing and more

MORE ACCESSIBLE THAN EVER!
Year-round flights out of Miami (MIA) with American Airlines
Weekly flights during the Winter season out of New York (JFK), Fort Lauderdale (FLL) and Providence-Boston (PVD) with Norwegian
Direct flights during the Winter / Spring season out of Atlanta (ATL) with Air France
Year-round flights out of San Juan (SJU) with Air Antilles
Year-round flights out of Montreal (YUL) with Air Canada
Bi-weekly flights during the Winter season out of Montreal (YUL) and Bagotville, Quebec (YVG) with Air Transat

Visit: edu.recommend.com/martinique

